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It’s your first executive council meeting with 
most members back on campus for fall 2020. 
Most of the officers are present, and some are 
wearing face masks; several others have opted 
for virtual participation. The chapter advisor, 
who is a mother of two middle school-age 
children, is participating virtually. 

You allow time for each sister to share her 
thoughts on the past few months and the fall 
semester. After the vice president and treasurer 
speak, the other leaders are consistent. “I 
agree with ____” followed by “Challenging … 
unprecedented … a perfect storm” and other 
clichés. Each woman seems determined to 
restate the obvious in a different way. The 
mood in the meeting grows somber.

As president, you know a major issue for 
your chapter this fall will be social events. 
You decide to bring those up after the EC 
discusses several other topics including 
housing, refunds and meetings. However, one 
of the officers who is participating virtually 
asks, “What are we going to do about socials? 
Everyone is spreading rumors; what are 
we going to do? Some are already saying 
that if we can’t go to parties, they want to 
deactivate.”

With that, the EC meeting becomes a “Can 
you top this?” series of comments from 
different members. Some state with a tone of 
finality that cancelling or limiting socials will 
result in catastrophic damage to the chapter 

reputation, much less to the membership. 
“If we lose our social status, we’ll never get it 
back” is among the comments. Others say 
that the decisions made this semester will 
impact the chapter for years. Recruitment, 
fundraising efforts—everything will be 
affected by the decisions for this fall.

Other members take a philosophical 
approach. “Everyone is gonna drink, right? 
We’re safer doing it with our friends at parties 
than out at the bars.”

A few of the officers take a different approach. 
“Haven’t you seen the news? We are nowhere 
done with the virus and it isn’t done with us.”

You attempt to regain some control by 
asking your leaders for specific concerns and 
solutions. But most of exec isn’t listening to 
each other, regardless of their philosophical or 
practical opinions. 

The treasurer notes that Panhellenic and 
IFC have publicly stated that chapters aren’t 
supposed to be hosting events. Several other 
officers quickly react with comments such 
as, “Come on! You think they believe that? 
Everyone knows that parties will continue!” 
Those responses generate reactions ranging 
from “It’s stupid to think college kids will stop 
drinking,” to “My neighbor is 78 years old, 
and she’s in ICU because of coronavirus. Her 
husband gets to see her once a day. All he 
can do is touch a window. We’re talking about 
people’s lives here!”



The EC meeting has now gone for nearly two 
hours. The members appear to be weary and 
frustrated. The agenda hasn’t been mentioned. 
You decide to end the meeting and try again 
the following evening. 

After the meeting you call the advisor. You 
express your frustration with the way the 
meeting went and ask her for her thoughts in 
the context of “What would you do?” 

After noting that you’re the leader—“This is 
your chapter. You need to make your own 
mistakes and decisions, but I can certainly 
help by advising,”—she asks a number of 
thought-provoking questions:

1. Did the meeting go as you expected? 
Why or why not?

2. What was accomplished through the 
discussion about social events?

3. What will you do tomorrow night that will 
be different from tonight in terms of the 
EC meeting?



You ask the advisor to explain #4 and #6. 
She responds by saying, “Isn’t it important 
for us as leaders to speak for those who don’t 
have a voice, such as our relatives, little kids, 
neighbors, people who work at the university 
and many others?

For point #6, she sighs and says, “You and 
I know the deal—face masks and social 
distancing. But what about guest lists and 
contact tracing? That’s where we need to 
invest time and effort. If we’re going to attend 
parties, we need to know who was there and 
how to contact them. And that also means 
limiting the size of events.”

She adds, “There’s an excellent list on the 
university’s website that you and others 
should be reading regarding events. The 
information includes outdoor events, 
educating members not to share drinks, 
bottles, cigarettes, smoking devices, and no 
open food containers—in essence, using third 
party vendors to distribute alcohol. No BYOB. 
And how about common touch surfaces such 
as door handles or places that people tend to 
lean on? Those need to be cleaned frequently.”

She concludes with a comment will require 
processing by you. “The last time I checked, our 
ritual was punctuated with references to our 
duty to help those around us become better. 
That includes our university community. What 
are we doing to meet that when we’re debating 
our supposed Tier One status?”

4. Who are you leaving out of the discussion?

5. As sorority women, what influence do 
you have over the manner in which social 
events are conducted and especially 
events hosted by men’s groups?

6. What are three practical things that need 
to be done to help keep sisters safe in 
terms of social events?
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